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ŖÖØǅƋŎ  

SHARE PLEDGE AGREEMENT 

WŖÖØǅƋŎǎ“WƋŎ”Ǐâ&�ÍHY 20143 3� 131�ËƞƖđǑ 

This Share Pledge Agreement (this “Agreement”) is entered into in Shenzhen as of March 13, 
2014 by and among the following parties: 

(1) ƪĳgX$ĕēǎËƞǏ�ĞnĂǎ“�ąŵ§ ”Ǐǐ�)Ĭī�î�Ûğ,'
ǎ“�'”Ǐ�ſ��'ËƞÎƃ0đ��ĕĀąŵ§ǒ 

Cogobuy.com E-Commerce Services (Shenzhen) Limited (the “WFOE”), a wholly 
foreign-owned enterprise registered in Shenzhen, the People’s Republic of China (“China” or 
“PRC”), under the laws of China; 

(2) ËƞÀ�ĳÔG�ŉĸ�ĞnĂǎ“Ëƞ�ĳÔ”Ǐǐ�)Ĭī�'�ſ��'Ëƞ
Îƃ0đ�ŖÖ�ĞnĂǒ, 

Shenzhen Cogobuy Information Technologies Limited (“Shenzhen Cogobuy”), a 
domestic company registered in Shenzhen, China, under the laws of China; and 

(3) ƿǀǐ�'nÛǎcÖġÃǑ370202197410173027Ǐǎ ǊŖ�ǋǏ 

Yi Yao, a PRC resident (ID No.: 370202197410173027) (the “Shareholder”) 

ǎ&��ąŵ§ǈËƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ�¬Āļ�“�H”ǐ�ļ�“ÍH”Ǐǉ 

(Each of WFOE, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder, a “Party”, and collectively the 
“Parties”). 

 

őč  

RECITALS 

(A) ƦYǐŖ�Á�Ëƞ�ĳÔ 100%�ŖÖǒ 

WHEREAS, the Shareholder holds 100% shares in Shenzhen Cogobuy; 

(B) ƦYǐ�ąŵ§,Ëƞ�ĳÔ^Y 2014 3 3 � 13 1Ŋǁ��ÖĀ)¤ē�ƋŎ
ǎ“¤ēƋŎ”Ǐǒ 

WHEREAS, the WFOE and Shenzhen Cogobuy entered into a Master Exclusive Service 
agreement dated March 13, 2014 (the “Service Agreement”) ;  

(C) ƦYǐ�ąŵ§ǈËƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ�Y 2014 3 3 � 13 1Ŋǁ��Ö§ē�\ƋŎ
ǎ“§ē�\ƋŎ”Ǐǒ 

WHEREAS, the WFOE, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder entered into a business 
cooperation agreement dated March 13, 2014 (the “Business Cooperation Agreement”);  
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(D) ƦYǐ�ąŵ§ǈËƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ�Y 2014 3 3 � 13 1Ŋǁ��ÖĀ)ĳŖŗƋŎ
ǎ“Ā)ĳŖŗƋŎ”ǐi¤ēƋŎ,§ē�\ƋŎ&ĐâŖ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔ&Đ�ą
ŵ§��ŊƖ�ÍƋŎ�[�ļ�“MƋŎ”Ǐǒ 

WHEREAS, the WFOE, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder entered into an Exclusive 
Option Agreement dated March 13, 2014 (the “Exclusive Option Agreement”, together with 
the Service Agreement and the Business Cooperation Agreement and the agreements to be 
executed among the Shareholder, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the WFOE from time to time, the 
“Principal Agreements”); 

(E) ƦYǐ�ąŵ§�±Ŗ�;��,��ƾś*qyÁ��Ëƞ�ĳÔ 100%ŖÖØǅ<
�ąŵ§ǐ\�-Ŗ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔǄOMƋŎĭ�Ŀē�ũ½ǐŀŖ�[UÇŶ¯
ũ½ǉ  

WHEREAS, the WFOE requests the Shareholder to pledge 100% shares of Shenzhen 
Cogobuy she owns to the WFOE unconditionally and irrevocably, as security for the 
performance of the obligations by the Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy under the Principal 
Agreements, and the Shareholder agrees to provide such security. 

(F) �ƦY©ǐĺYWƋŎ�¾Ţ�Íĭ]ÇǈÂQǈ½ġǈřƌ,ĲaǐÍH÷U�y
�ſĲŠǐ�õ0D�ĲaǑ 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the representations, warranties, 
covenants and agreements herein contained, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the 
Parties hereby agree as follows: 

 

ƋŎ  

AGREEMENT 

1. MƋŎ  

Principal Agreements 

WƋŎÍHÚ��ōÚǐWƋŎĭ�Øǅũ½�MƋŎ¾ƥǐ¤ēƋŎǈ§ē�\Ƌ
ŎǈĀ)ĳŖŗƋŎǐ&ĐâŖ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔ&Đ�ąŵ§��ŊƖ�ÍƋŎǉ 

All Parties hereto acknowledge and confirm that the Principal Agreements for which the 
security of pledge is provided hereunder include the Service Agreement, the Business 
Cooperation Agreement, the Exclusive Option Agreement and the agreements to be executed 
among the Shareholder, Shenzhen Cogobuy and the WFOE from time to time.  

2. Øǅ  

The Pledge 

Ŗ�[U;��,��ƾś*qyÁ��Ëƞ�ĳÔK¡ŖÖǎ¾ƥ�¯PŖÖúŞ
�Ó¼å�ÏŖ�ǏØǅ<�ąŵ§ǎ“ØǅŖÖ”Ǐǐ\�-Ŗ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔǄO
MƋŎĭ�Ŀē�ũ½ǎ“Øǅ”Ǐǉ 
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The Shareholder agrees to pledge all of the shares of Shenzhen Cogobuy that she owns 
including any interest or dividend paid for such shares (the "Pledged Shares") to the WFOE 
unconditionally and irrevocably, as a security for the performance of the obligations by the 
Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy under the Principal Agreements (the “Pledge”). 

3. ØǅŻį  

The Scope of Pledge 

WƋŎĭ��Øǅ_ũ½�Żį¾ƥŖ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔ�MƋŎ��K¡ƙðǈĿē
,Ʊēǈ�OÄƱŗ�ŗå,ØǅC+��È4ǈ�ąŵ§fŖ�,/ÏËƞ�ĳÔ�
Ó¼ƧĲ:�ǎaĿmS 8.1�ǏCƜ��K¡¨�ǈV�ǈǂ�ƈª,�ņÒåƆ�
ưªǎ¯Pƈª�³Ɨ�ħī¾ƥp�ĞY�ąŵ§�o�ĕ§ÒŒ,ƵåņĖǈË
ƞ�ĳÔ�¤ēƋŎĭ��úŞ�¤ēÈ4Ǐ,Ó¼y6rwÈ4ǎǊũ½ƱēǋǏǉ
�ƅýūĿǐØǅ�Żį��Ŗ�(ą³Ɨ�Ğ¸ǉ 

The Pledge under this Agreement shall cover all indebtedness, obligations and liabilities of 
the Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy under the Principal Agreements, any fees for 
exercising the creditor's rights and the Pledge, all the direct, indirect and derivative losses and 
losses of anticipated profits, suffered by the WFOE, incurred as a result of any Event of 
Default (as defined in Section 8.1) (the amount of such loss shall be calculated in accordance 
with the reasonable business plan and profit forecast of the WFOE and the service fees 
payable to the WFOE under the Service Agreement, among other factors) and any other 
related expenses (the “Secured Indebtedness”). For the avoidance of doubt, the scope of the 
Pledge shall not be limited by the amount of the Shareholder’s capital contribution.  

4. Øǅ�Ğ  

The Term of Pledge 

4.1 ØǅÁà�øǐ¨áMƋŎJǄOuƇŀŐ�ąŵ§ÉUǐÏ¨á_�MƋŎ�ø�
^LƕÉÏ^LÌńǐ&+��Vĥl��ăǉ 

The Pledge shall be continuously valid until the Principal Agreements have been fulfilled to 
the satisfaction of the WFOE or all of the Principal Agreements have expired or been  
terminated, whichever is the latest.  

4.2 �Øǅ�ø��ǐDFŖ�ÏËƞ�ĳÔÞ�ǄOMƋŎĭ�Í��Ŀēǐ�ąŵ§
�ŗĬīWƋŎŘa¶ŅK¡Ï¡#ØǅŖÖǉ 

During the term of the Pledge, in the event that either the Shareholder or Shenzhen Cogobuy 
fails to perform any of their respective obligations under the Principal Agreements, the 
WFOE shall have the right to dispose of the Pledged Shares entirely or partially in accordance 
with the provisions of this Agreement. 

4.3 �ąŵ§�ŗ�{ØǅŖÖ�Øǅ�V�ü��Ŗ�ǉ 

The WFOE shall have the right to collect dividends generated by the Pledged Shares during 
the term of the Pledge. 
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5. Ĕ�  

Registration 

5.1 Ëƞ�ĳÔ�(1)�WƋŎŊǁB1ǐ�Ëƞ�ĳÔŖ�`ƃ�Ĕ�Øǅǐ� �ąŵ
§ÇŶ¯Ŗ�`ƃǐŀ(2)�WƋŎŊǁ7Ĉ��%Ď��V�ǐ ËƞÀÀ|Ɣƶè
oŇǎ“À|ƔèŇ”ǏÇÝØǅĔ�ƍ~ǐĐ{�rw�ġQT�ǉŖ�,Ëƞ�ĳ
Ô�ÇÝ,u0�'�ſǈ�Ř,rwÀ|ƔèŇ�±�_�T�,ėőǐ&ō½ 
À|ƔèŇÇÝØǅ7Ĉ.u0rwĔ�ėőǉ 

Shenzhen Cogobuy shall (1) on the date of execution of this Agreement, record the Pledge in 
the shareholders’ register of Shenzhen Cogobuy and provide the shareholders’ register to the 
WFOE, and (2) submit an application to the Market Supervision Administration Bureau of 
Shenzhen Municipality (the “MSB”) for the registration of the Pledge as soon as practicable 
following the execution of this Agreement and obtain evidencing documents of such 
registration. The Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy shall submit all necessary documents 
and complete all necessary procedures, as required by PRC laws and regulations and the MSB, 
to ensure that the Pledge shall be registered with the MSB as soon as possible after filing. 

5.2 �ĞYWƋŎ��Ó¼Řaǐ�Øǅ�VǐËƞ�ĳÔ�Ŗ�`ƃ���â�ąŵ§
Ïyéa�½èǉ 

Without limitation to any provision of this Agreement, during the term of the Pledge, the 
original shareholders’ register of Shenzhen Cogobuy shall be in the custody of the WFOE or 
its designated person.  

5.3 Dj�ąŵ§:ë[UǐŖ��&Re-Ëƞ�ĳÔ�(ąǐp]Ç�Ŗ�-Ëƞ�
ĳÔ�Ó¼(ą���WƋŎŘaBĲŠǉËƞ�ĳÔ�ĬīWS 5 �Řađ¿z>
yŖ�`ƃǐ�YÅ	�\1� À|ƔèŇ�OØǅ�z>Ĕ�ǉ 

With the prior consent of the WFOE, the Shareholder may increase her capital contribution to 
Shenzhen Cogobuy, provided that any capital contribution by the Shareholder to Shenzhen 
Cogobuy shall be subject to this Agreement. Shenzhen Cogobuy shall immediately amend the 
shareholders’ register and register the change to the Pledge with the MSB pursuant to the 
provisions in this Section 5 within five working days. 

6. Ŗ��ÂQ,½ġ  

The Shareholder’s Representations and Warranties  

Ŗ�¹© �ąŵ§ƀŏ,½ġǑ 

The Shareholder hereby represents and warrants to the WFOE that: 

6.1 Ŗ��ØǅŖÖ�ş���_��ǉ 

The Shareholder is the sole legal owner of the Pledged Shares.  

6.2 ĵWƋŎĭ��Øǅ&�ǐŖ�!��ØǅŖÖ�ĄŅÓ¼ũ½ŗƆÏy6ŗåŝũǉ 

Except for the Pledge, the Shareholder has not placed any security interest or other 
encumbrance on the Pledged Shares. 
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6.3 Ŗ�,Ëƞ�ĳÔ^L{�S9H,Ľů¡��[UĐżăǎŚ°Ǐ&ŊǁǐÝŞ,
ǄOWƋŎǉ 

The Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy have obtained any and all approvals and consents 
from applicable government authorities and third parties (if required) for the execution, 
delivery and performance of this Agreement. 

6.4 WƋŎ�ŊǁǈÝŞ,ǄOŦ��Ǒ1ǏĩŁƧāÓ¼�w��'�ſǒ2ǏiËƞ�
ĳÔ�ėÏy6ľŴT�rŰƏǒ3ǏĩŁƧāy��HÏ-y�ĲŠI�Ó¼�[Ï
T�ǐÏƓ0y��HÏ-y�ĲŠI�Ó¼�[ÏT�ĭ��ƧĲǒ4ǏĩŁƧā�
w Ó¼�Hƴ+�Ó¼ï�Ïżă�ƣƝ,(Ï)Ċà�ø�Ó¼��ǒÏ 5ǏĩŁ 
Ó¼�Hƴ+�Ó¼ï�Ïżă�ńÏJƾśÏƒe��ǉ 

The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement will not: i) violate any relevant 
PRC laws; ii) conflict with Shenzhen Cogobuy’s articles of association or other constitutional 
documents; iii) result in any breach of or constitute any default under any contract or 
instrument to which it is a party or by which it is otherwise bound; iv) result in any violation 
of any condition for the grant and/or maintenance of any permit or approval granted to any 
Party; or v) cause any permit or approval granted to any Party to be suspended, cancelled or 
attached with additional conditions. 

7. Ŗ��řƌ,��ê½ġ  

The Shareholder’s Covenants and Further Assurance  

7.1 Ŗ��© �ąŵ§řƌǐ�WƋŎ�ø��ǐŖ�Ǒ 

The Shareholder hereby covenants to the WFOE, that during the term of this Agreement, the 
Shareholder shall: 

7.1.1 DÞj�ąŵ§:ë×Z[Uǐ���8ØǅŖÖǐÏ�ØǅŖÖ�ĄŅ
ÏƮïĄŅÓ¼ũ½ŗƆÏy6ŗåŝũǐÏ&y6Ó¼Hô¶ŅØǅŖ
Öǐp�ǄOĀ)ĳŖŗƋŎ�ĵ�ǒ 

without the WFOE's prior written consent, not transfer the Pledged Shares, 
establish or permit the existence of any security interest or other encumbrance on 
the Pledged Shares, or dispose of the Pledged Shares by any other means, except 
by the performance of the Exclusive Option Agreement; 

7.1.2 ƻŮć4YØǅ�_�rw�ſ�Ř�Řaǐ���rwƔèEƓ�Øǅ
+(Ï"Ļ�Ó¼�@ǈñŐÏĒŎ�Å(5)	�\1�ǐ �ąŵ§ÇÝ
¯�@ǈñŐÏĒŎǐ�ƻŮ]ŏ�@ǈñŐÏĒŎǐÏ��ąŵ§�o
�±Ïj�ąŵ§[U7ǐ��ŏ:ŲM¦ŗåÏÇ"ƍķǒ  

comply with the provisions of all laws and regulations applicable to the Pledge, 
and within five (5) working days of receipt of any notice, order or 
recommendation issued or prepared by relevant competent authorities regarding 
the Pledge, shall present the aforementioned notice, order or recommendation to 
the WFOE, and shall comply with the aforementioned notice, order or 
recommendation or submit claims and appeals with respect to the aforementioned 
matters upon the WFOE’s reasonable request or upon consent of the WFOE; 
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7.1.3 @ƟÏ��rw:�Ï�@ŀ¯:�Ï�@���-�ąŵ§�ØǅŖÖ
N��ŗåÏŖ��WƋŎĭ��y6Ŀēü�´Ō, Ŗ��đ¿ù@�ą
ŵ§ǉ  

promptly notify the WFOE of any event or notice received by the Shareholder 
that may have an impact on the WFOE’s rights to the Pledged Shares or any 
portion thereof or other obligations of the Shareholder arising out of this 
Agreement. 

7.2 Ŗ�[U: 

The Shareholder agrees that: 

7.2.1 �ąŵ§ħīWƋŎj��iØǅrw�ŗåǐ��âËƞ�ĳÔǈŖ�ǈŖ
��řĊ�ÏÑvǈÏÓ¼y6�ǎ�ļǐǊrw�ǋǏ��Ó¼�ſėő�
ıÏƲČ; 

The rights acquired by the WFOE in accordance with this Agreement with respect to 
the Pledge shall not be interrupted or harmed by Shenzhen Cogobuy, the Shareholder 
or any heirs or representatives of the Shareholder or any other persons (collectively, 
the “Relevant Persons”) through any legal proceedings; 

7.2.2 ÞL�ąŵ§:ë×Z[Uǐrw�����Ó¼ĨôœĪǈz>ÏĠãË
ƞ�ĳÔ�nĂ�ė,�¡ĢĶǐ��RİËƞ�ĳÔ�ÎƃąWǐ����
�y6Hôz>Ëƞ�ĳÔ�ÎƃąW�Ɠǒ 

Without the prior written consent of the WFOE, the Relevant Persons shall not in any 
manner supplement, change or amend the articles of association and bylaws of 
Shenzhen Cogobuy, increase or decrease its registered capital, or change the structure 
of its registered capital in other manners; 

7.2.3 ÞL�ąŵ§:ë×Z[Uǐrw����WƋŎŊǁ7��Ó¼Hô(šǈ
�8ǈŰǅÏ¶ŅËƞ�ĳÔ�Ó¼ąüÏËƞ�ĳÔ§ēÏ�}���aÏ
�ƆŗƆǐ���ƮïĄŅÓ¼rw�ũ½ŗƆǒÏ 

Without the prior written consent of the WFOE, the Relevant Persons shall not at any 
time following the date hereof, sell, transfer, mortgage or dispose of in any manner 
any assets of Shenzhen Cogobuy or legal or beneficial interest in the business or 
revenues of Shenzhen Cogobuy, or allow the encumbrance thereon of any security 
interest; or 

7.2.4 ÞL�ąŵ§:ë×Z[Uǐrw��ō½Ëƞ�ĳÔ����Ó¼Hô 
Ŗ�#ĘŖ�ǈ\(ŕü#Ęǈİ�ąWǈƄ?�ÙėőÏ&y6Ó¼Ĩô\
(#ĘǉÓ¼#Ęǎ¾ƥp�ĞY#Ę�ąüÏ�Ù��ƉƊŕüǏŦ�®�
Øǅ��¡#ǉ 

Without the prior written consent of the WFOE, the Relevant Persons shall ensure 
that Shenzhen Cogobuy shall not in any manner distribute dividends to its 
shareholder, make asset distributions or reduce its capital or initiate liquidation 
procedures or make any other distributions. Any distributions, including without 
limitation, the distributed assets or the residual assets in liquidation shall be deemed 
as part of the Pledge.  
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7.3 �½ĦÏuŋWƋŎ-MƋŎðĭúŞ_Ą�ũ½ŗƆǐŖ�¹©řƌqŪGŊǁǈ
�ƎÄiØǅ�w�y6HŊǁ�ąŵ§�±�K¡ġQǈƋŎǈƷĲ,/ÏřƌǉŖ
� řƌž{ǈ�ƎÄiØǅ�w�y6Hž{�ąŵ§�OÄWƋŎƹƝy�ŗå
,ŗIC�±�O?ǐ�i�ąŵ§Ïyéa�ŊǁiØǅŖÖ_�ŗrw�_�T
�ǉ Ŗ�řƌ��o�V� �ąŵ§ÇŶ�ąŵ§�±�iØǅrw�K¡�@ǈ
ñŐ,ÿaǉ  

To protect or perfect the security interest granted by this Agreement for payments under the 
Principal Agreements, the Shareholder hereby undertakes to execute in good faith and to 
cause other parties who have interests in the Pledge to execute all certificates, agreements, 
deeds and/or covenants required by the WFOE. The Shareholder also undertakes to perform 
and to cause other parties who have interests in the Pledge to perform actions required by the 
WFOE, to facilitate the exercise by the WFOE of its rights and authority granted thereto by 
this Agreement, and to execute all relevant documents regarding ownership of the Pledged 
Shares with the WFOE or its designee(s). The Shareholder undertakes to provide the WFOE 
within a reasonable time with all notices, orders and decisions regarding the Pledge that are 
required by the WFOE. 

7.4 Ŗ�¹©řƌƻŮ�ǄOWƋŎ��_�½ġǈřƌǈĲaǈƀŏ,��ǉDFÞ�
ǄOÏł¡#ǄO�ŏ½ġǈřƌǈĲaǈƀŏ,��ǐŖ�� �ąŵ§ƯƳf©
ĩŁ�K¡ƈªǉ 

The Shareholder hereby undertakes to comply with and perform all guarantees, promises, 
agreements, representations and conditions under this Agreement. In the event of failure to 
perform all or part of such guarantees, promises, agreements, representations and conditions, 
the Shareholder shall indemnify the WFOE for all losses resulting therefrom. 

8. OÄØŗ  

Exercise of Pledge 

8.1 &�:�qƓ0WƋŎ��ƧĲ:�ǎ“ƧĲ:�”ǏǎƧĲ:�qJ®�“Áà”ǐĵ
ß^JœŜÏƺýǏǑ 

Each of the following shall constitute an event of default (“Event of Default”) hereunder 
(and an Event of Default is “continuing” if it has not been remedied or waived): 

(i) Ŗ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔ�WƋŎÏÓ¼MƋŎ�\(�Ó¼ƀŏǈ½ġÏÂQ
�Ó¼HZ�2bǈ�uþÏ�ăōǒÏǐŖ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔƧāÏÞ�
ǄOWƋŎÏÓ¼MƋŎ��Ó¼ĿēǈÏÞ�ƻŮWƋŎÏÓ¼MƋŎ
��Ó¼řƌǒÏ 

any statement, warranty or representation made by the Shareholder or Shenzhen 
Cogobuy under this Agreement or any of the Principal Agreements are not true, 
complete or accurate in any aspect; or the Shareholder or Shenzhen Cogobuy 
breaches or fails to fulfill any obligation or abide by any covenants and 
undertakings under this Agreement or any of the Principal Agreements; or 

(ii) Ŗ�ǈËƞ�ĳÔ�WƋŎÏÓ¼MƋŎ���ĭÏ�ĭĿēJ®���
�ÏÊ;øǉ 
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any or more of the obligations of the Shareholder or Shenzhen Cogobuy under 
this Agreement or any of the Principal Agreements are deemed as unlawful or 
void.  

8.2 �Ơ+�ƧĲ:�&Đ�ƧĲ:�Áà��ė�ǐ�ąŵ§�ŗ�±Ŗ�đ¿úŞË
ƞ�ĳÔ�¤ēƋŎĭ�B_�ÞƳðĭǈƳ Ó¼ƼðĐúŞ_�y6�Şðĭǐ
Đ�ąŵ§�ŗĬīrw�ø�'�ſOÄJũ½H�_�ŗåǎ¾ƥǌ�î�Ûğ
,'ũ½�Ǎ,ǌ�î�Ûğ,'�ŗ�Ǎ��ŘaǏǐ�kŗå¾ƥp�ĞYǑ 

Upon the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, the WFOE shall have 
the right to require the Shareholder to immediately pay any amount payable by Shenzhen 
Cogobuy under the Service Agreement, repay any loans and pay any other due payments, and 
the WFOE shall have the right to exercise all such rights as a secured party under any 
applicable PRC laws, including the Guarantee Law of the People's Republic of China and the 
Property Law of the People's Republic of China, as in effect from time to time,  including 
without limitations: 

(i) �� Øǅ�Ç]9(3)+(×Z�@ǐ��	Ï�	n/ÏƁ�ÝÐ|�(
š¡#ÏK¡ØǅŖÖǐŀ¯P(š�&�&=³ǈG4ÝÐÏÞ�ÝŞ�H
ô�OǒÏ 

to sell all or any part of the Pledged Shares at one or more public or private sales 
upon three (3) days’ prior written notice to the pledgor, and any such sale or sales 
may be made for cash, upon credit, or for future delivery; or 

(ii) &��çĉØǅ��À|Ææ_ōa�ģƑÆċǐiŖ�ŊǁƋŎĳ�ØǅŖ
Öǉ 

to execute an agreement with the Shareholder to acquire the Pledged Shares based on 
its monetary value which shall be determined by referencing the market price of the 
pledged property.  

8.3 D�ąŵ§�±ǐŖ�,Ëƞ�ĳÔ�ž{_���,ćh�O?ǐ½ġ�ąŵ§O
ÄyØǅŗåǉ�]ŏCčǐŖ�,Ëƞ�ĳÔ�Ŕ�ąŵ§�o�±ǐŊǁ_�T
�,ŨĤĐž{_�ƬƐ,O?ǉ  

The Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy, at the request of the WFOE, shall take all lawful 
and appropriate actions to secure the WFOE’s exercise of the Pledge right. For the purpose of 
the foregoing, the Shareholder and Shenzhen Cogobuy shall sign all the documents and 
materials and carry out all measures and take all actions reasonably required by the WFOE. 

9. �8  

Assignment  

9.1 Þj�ąŵ§:ë×Z[UǐËƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ��� Ó¼S9H�8yÍ��WƋ
Ŏĭ��Ó¼ŗå,Ŀēǉ 

Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder shall not assign any of their respective rights or 
obligations under this Agreement to any third party without the prior written consent of the 
WFOE. 
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9.2 Ëƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ�¹©[Uǐ�ąŵ§�&yuK�MƤı�O�8y�WƋŎĭ�
�ŗå,Ŀē, ŀł° Ëƞ�ĳÔ,Ŗ�+(×Z�@ǉ 

Shenzhen Cogobuy and the Shareholder hereby agree that the WFOE may assign its rights 
and obligations under this Agreement as the WFOE may decide, at its sole discretion, and 
such transfer shall only be subject to a written notice sent to Shenzhen Cogobuy and the 
Shareholder.  

10. uþƋŎ,ƋŎĠã  

Entire Agreement and Amendment to Agreement 

10.1 WƋŎĐWƋŎ�QōÇ�Ï¾Ţ�K¡Ĳa,/ÏT�ǐƓ0wYWƋŎě�:ĭ�
uþƋŎǐ{ÑÍHë]�WƋŎě�:ĭõ0�_�¢dĲaǈ�[ǈƛ»,Ýxǉ 

This Agreement and all agreements and/or documents mentioned or included explicitly by 
this Agreement constitute the complete agreement with respect to the subject matter of this 
Agreement and shall supersede any and all prior oral agreements, contracts, understandings 
and communications made by the Parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. 

10.2 -WƋŎ�Ó¼Ġã�&×ZHô\(ǐ�ł�WƋŎÍHŊí7�øǉLÍHtô
Ŋǁ�ĠãƋŎÏœĪƋŎƓ0WƋŎ�ľ0¡#ǐiWƋŎĚ�[P�ſøIǉ 

Any modification of this Agreement shall be made in a written form and shall only become 
effective upon execution by all Parties of this Agreement. Modifications and supplements to 
this Agreement duly executed by the Parties shall be parts of this Agreement and shall have 
the same legal effect as this Agreement. 

11. èǆ�ſ  

Governing Law 

WƋŎ��'�ſèǆŀīy�O»Žǉ 

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of China. 

12. ňŎ»ÿ  

Dispute Resolution 

fWƋŎü�ÏiWƋŎrw�Ó¼ňŎÏM¦�âÍH��A
Ƌĕ�Hô»ÿǉ
DFÍHÞ�»ÿňŎǐ�qňŎÇÝ�Ëƞ'ŃƸƨĝǐâËƞ'ŃƸƨĝŔ²ƍ
~Ƹƨ�¯Ƹƨĝ�ø�ƸƨŘĶƸƨ»ÿǉƸƨ*�ËƞǉƸƨƂÏƸƨ�ŗħ
²WƋŎĭ��ð,ć4��'�ſƨÿ<ƝÓ¼Ŝųǐ¾ƥŬ�s�,ûÕs�Ƙ
ŐŜųǎƚDǐ�ĕ§O��ƘŐŜųǐÏ£¸�8ąü�ƘŐŜųǏǈ�[Ŀē�
bŃǄOǈŷ-Ëƞ�ĳÔBŖÖÏĴ*ąü�ŜųƬƐ,ŷ-Ëƞ�ĳÔ��ÙŐǉ
ƸƨƨÿĚÌŇsŀ-ÍH��ĲŠIǉ 

Any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with or relating to this Agreement shall 
be resolved by the Parties in good faith through negotiations. In case no resolution can be 
reached by the Parties, such dispute shall be submitted to the Shenzhen Court of International 
Arbitration for arbitration in accordance with its rules of arbitration in effect at the time of 
applying for such arbitration and the place of arbitration shall be in Shenzhen. The arbitral 
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tribunal or the arbitrators shall have the authority to award any remedy or relief in accordance 
with the terms of this Agreement and applicable PRC laws, including provisional and 
permanent injunctive relief (such as injunctive relief with respect to the conduct of business 
or to compel the transfer of assets), specific performance of any obligation created hereunder, 
remedies over the shares or land assets of Shenzhen Cogobuy and winding up orders against 
Shenzhen Cogobuy. The arbitral award shall be final and binding upon all Parties. 

�ć4��'�ſƮï�]Ç�ǐ�PÜľ0ƸƨƂ�VÏ�ćh5Ť�ǐƋŎÍH
Ŧ�ŗķƫ�èǆŗ�ĝţ±Ŭ�sƘŐŜųÏyµŬ�sŜųǐ&úÁƸƨ��Oǉ
�©ǐÍHõ0ğĜ��Ƨāć4�ſ�]Ç�ǐòŧ�ĝǈ/ƩĹĆ�ĝǈ�'�
ĝ,Ëƞ�ĳÔM�ąü_�*��ĝŦ�J®�Ě�èǆŗǉ 

To the extent permitted under applicable PRC laws, each of the Parties shall have the right to 
seek interim injunctive relief or other interim relief from a court of competent jurisdiction in 
support of the arbitration when formation of the arbitral tribunal is pending or under 
appropriate circumstances.  For this purpose, the Parties agree that, to the extent not against 
applicable laws, the courts of Hong Kong, the courts of the Cayman Islands, the courts of 
PRC and the courts of the places where the principal assets of Shenzhen Cogobuy are located, 
shall all be deemed to have jurisdiction. 

13. �ø1,�Ğ  

Effective Date and Term  

13.1 WƋŎ�YTä_�1�Ŋǁ�YŖÖØǅ��YËƞ�ĳÔŖ�`ƃB1"�øǉ 

This Agreement shall be signed as of the date first set forth above and shall take effect as of 
the date when the Pledge is registered in the shareholders’ register of Shenzhen Cogobuy.  

13.2 WƋŎ�Øǅęà�VÁà�øǉ 

This Agreement shall remain effective as long as the Pledge exists.  

14. �@  

Notices  

Ó¼�HŔWƋŎŘa+(��@Ïy6�G�&ďTÏ�Tó×ìǐ��&��Ƣ
·ǈťÃŭơǈŭąņŞŭơǈÏ�řÚ��Ƣ¤ēÏ+·º2�Ĩô+·��wÍ
H��éa���*�ǉ�@J®�bŃ�õ�1�ǐ�ŔD�HôōaǑ(a) ��Ƣ
·��@ǐ��Ƣ·h1¿®�^bŃ·õǒ(b)4Gǃ+(��@ǐĶ�ŭąŞǇ�
Ÿ«ťÃGơ(1ǎħŭƽ�ăǏ7�S�ǎ10Ǐǐ¿®�^bŃ·õǐÏ�·Ý
'ŃÚ���Ƣ¤ēnĂ7�S¥ǎ4Ǐǐ¿®�^bŃ·õǒ&Đ(c)4º2+·�
�@ǐ��wT��º·ōÚ¬�_Įö����Vǐ¿®�^bŃ·õǉ 

Notices or other communications required to be given by any party pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be written in English and Chinese and delivered personally or sent by 
registered mail or postage prepaid mail or by a recognized courier service or by facsimile 
transmission to the address of each relevant party as specified by such party from time to time. 
The date when a notice is deemed to be duly served shall be determined as follows: (a) a 
notice delivered personally is deemed duly served upon delivery; (b) a notice sent by mail is 
deemed duly served on the tenth (10th) day after the date when the postage prepaid registered 
airmail is posted (as evidenced by the postmark), or on the fourth (4th) day after the date 
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when the notice is delivered to an internationally-recognized courier service agency; and (c) a 
notice sent by facsimile transmission is deemed duly served upon receipt as evidenced by the 
time shown in the transmission confirmation for the relevant documents.  

15. �#ƭs  

Severability 

DFWƋŎĭ��Ó¼�ðfi�w�ſ��ŁC;øÏ��űOǐĶ¯�ðł��
w�ſ�èǆŻįB�J®�;øÏ��űOǐ�ŀWƋŎy6�ð��øs, ��s
,�£¸űOs��y´Ōǉ 

If any provision of this Agreement is judged to be invalid or unenforceable because it is 
inconsistent with applicable laws, such invalidity or unenforceability shall be only with 
respect to such laws, and the validity, legality and enforceability of the other provisions 
hereof shall not be affected.  

16. TW  

Counterparts  

WƋŎâƋŎÍHŊǁ9Ö��ǐÍHÍű�Öǐ_���Ě�[P�ſøIǉWƋ
Ŏ�&�ÖÏ�ÖŹWHôŊǁǉ 

This Agreement shall be executed in three originals by all Parties, with each Party holding 
one original. All originals shall have the same legal effect. The Agreement may be executed 
in one or more counterparts. 

17. óč  

Languages 

WƋŎďT,�TTWĚ�[P�ſøIǉŚďT,�TTW���Łǐ&�T�ăǉ 

Both Chinese and English versions of this Agreement shall have equal validity. In case of any 
discrepancy between the English version and the Chinese version, the Chinese version shall 
prevail. 

[����� Signature Pages Follow] 

 
 




